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The�Problem�– Shortage�of�Surgeons�and�High�Cost�of�Surgery

Global�Burden�of�
Cataract Blindness�(%�
Blind�due�to�Cataract)
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� Less�than�6% of�the�blindness�in�the�developed�world�is�due�to�cataract,�in�contrast�to�more�than�50%�
of�the�blindness�due�to�cataract�in�the�developing�world.

� The�surgical�procedure�known�as�Phacoemulsification at�a�cost�of�over�$3,000�Ͳ $5,000�is�beyond�the�
reach�of�90% of�the�blind�persons.�Where�as�MSICS will�cost�$35�Ͳ $50�per�surgery.

� Cataract�surgical�practitioners�worldwide�remain�constant�around�33,000.�Cataract�surgeons�skilled�in�
MSICS�is�estimated�at�950 worldwide�against�a�demand�for�30,000.�The�only�way�to�achieve�this�scale�is�
through�surgical�simulation.�Human�eyes�should�not�be�used�for�training�purposes.���
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Asia – 16�Million
China�– 7�Million
India�– 5�million

Africa�– 2.5�Million

Latin�America &�the�
Caribbean�– 1.8�million

THE PROBLEM...

20 million children and adults are blind today due to cataract
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... AND A POSSIBLE SOLUTION 

! Introduce a new technique called MSICS which costs $50 per surgery
!Whereas phacoemulsification (current surgical technique) costs about $5,000 
!A cost which is beyond the reach of 95% of the blind persons
!A MISCS procedure can be done in 5 to 15 minutes per eye
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www.helpmesee.org

http://www.helpmesee.org
http://www.helpmesee.org
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THE “HELP ME SEE” PROJECT IN A NUTSHELL
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• Estimated�20�million�needlessly�blind�due�to�cataract,�to�double�in�the�
next�decade,�if�no�action�is�taken.

• 167�million�estimated�to�be�progressively�blind�due�to�cataract�and.

• Poor�quality�of�cataract�surgical�care�and�high�cost.

Significant�
global�need

• MSICS�– A�proven,�sutureless,�5�– 10�minutes�,�high�quality�and�cost�
effective�procedure.�

• Lessons�from�Aviation�Training�– Training�Cataract�Surgeons�through�
simulation�based�instructional�design�and�courseware.

• Train�over�30,000�highly�skilled�cataract�specialists�in�Asia,�Africa�and�
Latin�America.

• Support�8,000�Ͳ10,000�surgical�practice�units�to�deliver�60�million�high�
quality�and�affordably�priced�MSIC�surgeries�at�$35�Ͳ $50�per�surgery.

Unique�
solution�model
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HELP ME SEE:
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR SIMULATION-BASED TRAINING

!Training requirements are very high 
!Learn how to handle multiple complications 
!Deal with a large number of anatomical variations
!200 to 300 training sessions on simulation
!Followed by 20 actual surgeries under supervision 

!Requirements from a technical standpoint are very high
!Actually, probably the highest of any computer-based training system
!Physics-based realism (tissue deformation, physiology, ...)
!250 anatomical variations
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90% of the training done using computer-based courseware and simulation
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SIMULATION: LEVERAGING RESEARCH RESULTS

!Advanced physics-based simulation based on SOFA 
!Several existing components (e.g. collision detection) were re-used
!Many new, derived components, were developed

Add-Ons
Sofa 1.0 RC1

Applications (GPL, LGPL)

GUI (GPL)

Modules (LGPL)

Core (LGPL)

Application: Stand-alone software

Module: Library of functionalities

Work in Progress (Juan-Pablo, Simon)

Code Structure: Overview5

Tuesday, December 20, 2011
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SIMULATION: LEVERAGING RESEARCH RESULTS

!Advanced physics-based simulation based on SOFA 
!Several existing components (e.g. collision detection) were re-used

!Physics-based modeling of the cornea, conjunctiva and sclera
!Each layer can move independently, and resists to intraocular pressure
!Very efficient non-linear finite element technique

!Model of intraocular pressure 
!The pressure drops if an opening is created
!The pressure controls the eye ball “stiffness”

! Instrument interaction 
!Non-smooth contact problems
!Cutting (i.e. Real-time topological changes)
!Haptic rendering including friction 
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SIMULATION: LEVERAGING RESEARCH RESULTS

!Advanced physics-based simulation based on SOFA 
!Several existing components (e.g. collision detection) were re-used

!Real-time computation using advanced solvers

contact constraints between geometrically complex
deformable objects represented by moderately fine
meshes (thousands of DOFs), both accurately and at
interactive rates (30-50 frames per second). Never-
theless, this problem is particularly relevant for med-
ical applications, since all the organs in a human
body are subjected to interactions from other tissues,
and resolving accurately these interactions between
organs can be construed as more critical than the ac-
curacy of the deformation of each individual organ
itself. An important contribution of this article is to
propose a generic solution to address this problem.

2.5. Simulation of topological modifications
When cutting through a finite element mesh, dis-

continuities in the displacement field must be intro-
duced. This can be done through local re-meshing.
Several approaches were proposed to maintain a rel-
atively good mesh quality Ganovelli and O’Sullivan
(2001); Bielser et al. (2003); Molino et al. (2007);
Sifakis et al. (2007). The main difficulty is to pre-
serve the quality and the density of the mesh during
the subdivision process, in order to avoid distorted el-
ements, which lead to convergence difficulties during
the simulation.

Alternatives to generating finite element meshes,
in particular to handle topological changes are ex-
tended finite element methods Nicolas et al. (1999).
These methods allow cuts, material interfaces, and
domain boundaries to be described independently of
a background mesh, which may also be progressively
adapted using a posteriori error estimators Bordas
and Duflot (2007); Duflot and Bordas (2008); Bordas
et al. (2008); Ródenas et al. (2008) or local heuristics
Menk and Bordas (2011a). However, such methods
are not yet developed in the real-time context, and
the simulation of collisions and interactions remains
unsolved, in particular because the geometry of the
discontinuities is known implicitly.

Considering the mechanical aspect, handling topo-
logical changes essentially requires the update of the
stiffness matrix. As most recent real-time deforma-
tion methods are based on non-linear models (ge-
ometrical and/or material), topological changes of-
ten add little overhead to the process. However, the
treatment of the interactions in case of topological

modifications remains an open problem. Few meth-
ods were proposed to handle collision detection with
the new triangles of the modified topology (where the
quality and the density of the triangulation of the
surface around the cut is difficult to control). Allard
et al. (2010) proposed a GPU-based collision detec-
tion that provides intersection volumes without any
pre-computation and regardless of the density of the
mesh.

On the other hand, the treatment of the interac-
tions during the cut is also problematic. Indeed, al-
though penalty-based solutions could be used with a
limited overhead, we saw that these methods are not
adapted to our purpose. Courtecuisse et al. (2011)
proposed to extend the compliance warping technique
using the Sherman Morrison formula to update the
precomputed inverse in case of topological modifi-
cations. However, numerical errors accumulate over
time and the method suffers from instabilities after a
large number of modifications. In this paper, we pro-
pose a solution that enables to significantly decrease
the numerical issues caused by the cuts, and to pre-
serve the accuracy of the contact response during the
cut.

3. Background

In this section we introduce some of the necessary
background on which we build our method.

3.1. Deformable model and time-stepping implicit in-
tegration

Let us consider a generic dynamic deformable
model. Equations used to model the dynamic be-
havior of bodies can be written within a synthetic
formulation, given by Newton’s second law:

M(q)q̈ = P(t)� F (q, q̇) +H(q)T � (1)

where q 2 Rn is the vector of generalized degrees
of freedom (here, the mesh node positions), M(q) :
Rn 7! Mn⇥n is the inertia matrix. F represents inter-
nal forces applied to the simulated object depending
on the current state and P gathers external forces.
H(q)T is a function that gives the constraint direc-
tions depending on the position of the objects, and
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� is the associated the vector of Lagrange multipliers
containing the constraint force intensities (see details
below).

M(q) and F (q, q̇) are derived from the physics-
based deformable model. In this paper, we use the co-
rotational formulation as a tradeoff between accuracy
and computation time. In this formulation, the stiff-
ness stiffness of the material depends on the current
rotation (and thus on the current positions), which
results in a geometrically non-linear elastic formula-
tion Felippa (2000). After discretization, the mass
matrix noted M in the following, is considered as
constant and lumped (we obtain a diagonal matrix).

Collision response on mechanical objects leads to
discontinuities in the velocities of the colliding points.
For such discontinuous events, the acceleration is not
defined: the problem belongs to the field of non-
smooth mechanics. To integrate the mechanics and
the non-smooth events due to contact over time, we
use a time-stepping method based on an implicit
scheme: The time step is fixed and there is no limita-
tion on the number of discontinuities that could take
place during a time step (Anitescu et al. (1999)), but
low-order integration schemes should be used. This
could lead to excessive dissipation if the time step
is too large but it provides stable simulations. This
is particularly relevant for interactive simulations in-
volving contact with virtual devices controlled by an
operator. With or without haptic feedback, the mo-
tion of the user will not be completely constrained
and could lead to excessive energy input in the sim-
ulation. This is why the stability and the robustness
of these types of simulations are crucial.

Let’s consider the time interval [ti, tf ] which length
is h = tf � ti. We have:

M(q̇f � q̇i) =

Z tf

ti

(P(t)� F(q, q̇)) dt + h H(q)T �(2)

qf = qi +

Z tf

ti

q̇ dt (3)

To evaluate integrals
R tf
ti

(P(t)� F(q, q̇, t)) dt and
R tf
ti

q̇ dt we chose the following implicit Euler inte-

gration scheme:

M(q̇f � q̇i) = h (P(tf )� F(qf , q̇f )) + h H(q)T �f(4)
qf = qi + hq̇f (5)

F is a non-linear function, we apply a Taylor series
expansion to F and make a first order approximation:

F (qi + dq, q̇i + dq̇) = f i +
�F
�q

dq+
�F
�q̇

dq̇ (6)

This linearization is actually the first iteration of
the Newton-Raphson algorithm. This single itera-
tion is done under the assumption of a temporal
coherency of the mechanical behavior; it may lead
to small numerical errors in the dynamic behavior,
but these errors tend to decrease at equilibrium or

with null velocity. After discretization B =
�F
�q̇

and

K =
�F
�q

are known respectively as the damping and

stiffness matrices. Replacing (6) in (4) and using
dq = qf � qi = hq̇f and dq̇ = q̇f � q̇i, we obtain:
�
M+ hB+ h2K

�
| {z }

A

dq̇|{z}
x

= �h2Kq̇i � h
�
f i + pf

�
| {z }

b

+ hH(q)T�f

(7)
where pf is the value of function P at time tf . The
only unknown values are the Lagrange multipliers �
but their computation is now detailed.

3.2. Contact and friction models
Before enforcing solving the contact between soft

tissues or with surgical instruments (rigid or de-
formable), one needs to detect them. In our work, we
use two types of algorithms: the first is based on prox-
imity queries3, and provides the minimal distances
between mesh (even concave meshes) ; the second is
based on detection of volume of interpenetration (de-
tails in Allard et al. (2010)). The first algorithm have
the advantage to "anticipate" the contacts before
they actually appears, the second algorithm needs

3The implementation is available on SOFA using the com-
ponent LocalMinDistance.
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the lower triangular system, the computation of the
solution sj of a given row j, requires the result of all
previous solutions si such as i < j:

sj = bj �
i<jX

i=0

(si Lj,i) (24)

where b is the solution vector and s is the un-
known. Therefore, each row must be processed
sequentially (i.e. a synchronization of each row
is necessary). However, the partial contributionsPi<j

i=0

(si Lk,i) could be processed simultaneously for
any row k such as k > j. We propose a block-
row8 parallelization strategy, that is inspired from
the block-column scheme introduced in Courtecuisse
and Allard (2009): First we accumulate the contri-
butions of the block off-diagonal in parallel; Then we
solve the block diagonal sequentially (see fig. 5).
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a 
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c 
b 

b 

d 

c 

b 

d 

c 
d 

a 

a 

= = += 
acc diag 

bx 

Shared memory 

bx 

t 

// coordinates of the threads 
tx = threadId.col  // correspond to the letters a,b,c,d 
ty = threadId.row  // correspond to the colors 
 

acc[ty][tx] = 0;   diag[ty][tx] = 0 
row_begin = rowind[bx + ty]; row_end = rowind[bx + ty+ 1] 
 

// get the contributions of t lines in shared memory 
while (row_begin < row_end) do 
    col = colptr[row_begin + tx] // read in global memory 
 

    if (col < bx) then // accumulate the contributions 
        acc[ty][tx] -= value[row_begin + tx]*sol[bx+ty] 
    else  // copy the bloc diagonal  
        diag[ty][tx] = value[row_begin + tx] 
    fi 
    row_begin += t // next value on the line 
od 
local_synchronization // wait all the threads 

Figure 5: Parallel accumulation of the contributions for solving
a STS described by the CRS matrix. t⇥ t threads (illustrated
here with t = 4) are used such that t rows are processed simul-
taneously (colours). Each being accumulated by t threads in
parallel (letters a,b,c,d).

We use a group of t ⇥ t threads to process t rows
simultaneously (each row is therefore treated by t
threads in parallel). Since L is sparse, it is difficult to

8Block-row strategy instead of a block-column as in Courte-
cuisse and Allard (2009), because with a block-column solu-
tion, writing conflict in memory cannot be predicted due to
the CRS format of L.

predict if a data is located on the bloc diagonal be-
fore actually reading it in global memory. To avoid
reading twice the CRS matrix, we propose to use two
buffers acc and diag stored in shared memory: acc
is used to accumulate the contributions off-digonal
whereas diag is used to copy in dense format the data
located on the block-diagonal (see fig. 5). A first local
synchronization is then used to ensure that the t rows
are fully processed by all the threads. Then, a par-
allel reduction (see Martin et al. (2012)) is processed
to sum per row the contributions stored in acc (row
4 in algorithm 2), then a second local synchroniza-
tion is necessary (row 5). Finally, the block-diagonal
is solved as a dense problem9 using diag in shared
memory (row 5).

1 bx = 0 repeat

2 accumulate_contributions(acc,diag) //see Fig. 5;
3 local_synchronization;

4 cont[ty] =
tX

i=0

acc[ty][i] //Parallel reduction;

5 local_synchronization;

6 solve_bloc_diagonal(cont,diag) //see
Courtecuisse and Allard (2009);

7 local_synchronization;

8 bx = bx+ t //We treat the next t rows in parallel;
9 until bx < dim;

Algorithm 2: Algorithm used to solve a Sparse Tri-
angular System with multiple right-hand side vec-
tors on GPU.

In our experiments we use t = 16 and only 3 lo-
cal synchronizations are necessary to solve 16 rows
with 256 GPU threads. Although this implementa-
tion may be slower than a CPU-based solver for a
single STS, our GPU-based strategy enables to solve
the multiple right-hand side vectors simultaneously
(i.e with the same cost as a single STS).

9The block-diagonal is solved using a column-based strategy
to avoid the need of parallel reductions. This is possible since
diag is stored in dense format.
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CPU Solver 
+ 

Asynchronous GPU Preconditionner
=

Real-time computation of complex
deformations with contacts
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MSICS SIMULATION: FIRST RESULTS
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MANY CHALLENGES...

!From research to products
!It’s a very long path
!How do we create value along the way?

! In general 
!Development vs. Research 
!Code vs. Publications

! It gets worse in the medical field
!Added constraints from clinicians
!Difficulty of working in a multi-disciplanary environment
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... BUT REALLY WORTH THE TROUBLE

! If you succeed
!The outcome can be amazing !
!Not only from a social stand point 
!But also it helps validate our research 
!And publications can have a broader impact 
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